
Introduction
■ Headache disorders, including migraine, are the third leading cause of 

disability globally.1

■ As of 2011, an estimated 2.7 million Canadians (8.3% of the 

population) have been diagnosed with migraine.2

■ Understanding the burden of disease and current treatment patterns is 

critical for the development of new treatment strategies and improved 

patient care for migraine.

Objectives

■ To describe the treatment landscape and clinical and economic 

burden of migraine in Canada via a literature review.

Methods

■ A search strategy using key terms for migraine was executed in 

MEDLINE®, Embase, and the Cochrane® Library between August 

2010 and August 2020 for Canadian populations with migraine. 

■ Outcomes of interest included prevalence, clinical or economic 

measures, and treatment patterns. 

■ Title/abstract screening, full-text screening, and data extraction were 

completed by a single reviewer; quality appraisal was not conducted. 

■ Only peer-reviewed, full-text publications from the past ten years and 

in the English-language were included.

Results

Overview

■ In total, 29 studies were included (Figure 1); the provincial/territorial 

distribution of the included studies is shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 1. PRISMA Diagram

Figure 3. Medication Use as Reported in Included Studies4,20

*Combinations including opiates or barbiturates; **Combinations excluding opiates or barbiturates

Figure 2. Geographic Distribution of Included Studies

Figure 4. Frequency of Comorbidities in Included Studies
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KEY POINTS
■ Migraine, especially chronic migraine, has a detrimental impact on quality 

of life, employment, caregiving, HCRU and costs in Canada.

■ Included studies found varied use of medications and high rates of 

health systems interactions, including ED visits, suggesting that current 

management and treatment strategies may not be effective.  

■ The review also found that effective acute and preventive medications, 

such as triptans, were underutilized among Canadian patients with 

migraine. 

■ Outside of self-reported survey data, there is limited evidence available in 

Canadian populations regarding the burden of illness of migraine.

CONCLUSIONS

■ The burden of migraine in Canada is substantial. 

■ Patients with chronic migraine have higher HCRU and costs, as 

well as lower quality of life, compared to those with episodic 

migraine. 

■ Higher healthcare costs and reduced quality of life demonstrate 

an unmet need for effective management of this condition. 

■ The underutilization of effective treatments and higher rates of 

unemployment also highlight an important gap in the

management of migraine in Canada.
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Figure 5. MIDAS Scores as Reported by Included Studies19,20,28

Note: Grade I, little or no disability; Grade II, mild disability; Grade III, moderate disability; Grade IV, 
severe disability
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Prevalence/Incidence

■ Thirteen studies reported incidence or prevalence.2-14

■ A nationally representative longitudinal study reported a cumulative 

incidence of migraine of 12.4% (CI: 11.5-13.5) in the follow-up period 

(1994/1995-2006/2007).9

■ At the national level, prevalence estimated ranged from 8.3%2 to 10.2%5, 

with data coming from several national surveys. At the provincial level, 

estimates ranged from 6.8% (Quebec)2 to 10.7% (Ontario).11

Treatment Landscape

■ Nine studies examined migraine treatment.2,4,15-21

■ The proportion of patients taking OTC and prescription medications 

varied across studies; patients often utilized a variety of medications, and 

those with chronic migraine tend to have increased medication use 

compared to those with episodic migraine.7,12

■ Self-reported medication use is reported in Figure 3. 

■ Triptan use varied substantially between provinces in a study of 

prescription claims.15

■ Of surveyed physicians from Ontario EDs, approximately 66% reported 

that they did not use triptans in treating migraine patients, and among 

departments with headache protocols, fewer than 1% included triptans.17

■ A retrospective chart audit of patients attending the Medication 

Assessment Center in Saskatchewan found that 11% of 36 patients 

studied were taking opioids for migraine.21

■ One study reported that of patients referred to a tertiary care pain 

clinic for migraine, 48% had tried at least 1 triptan, and only 31% 

were actively using a triptan; while 72% were taking an opiate and 

27% were taking multiple opiates.18

■ Two studies reported that only a small number of patients had 

utilized preventive medications, and that they were used to a greater 

extent by those with chronic migraine (22%-40%) compared to those 

with episodic migraine (9%-25%).19,20

Burden of Illness

■ Comorbidities were examined in 22 studies2,3,5-13,18-20,22-29 (Figure 4). 

■ Comorbidities were common among migraine patients, especially 

those with chronic migraine.

■ In one study, 74% of patients with chronic migraine reported 

having more than 2 comorbidities (vs. 45% with episodic).19

■ Mental health comorbidities, including anxiety, depression, and 

suicide ideation were reported across several studies in persons 

with chronic and episodic migraine.10,23-26

■ Three studies19,20,28 used MIDAS scores to assess migraine severity 

and disability (Figure 5).

■ The included studies found that those with chronic migraine had 

poorer labour force outcomes than those with episodic migraine.

■ Employment rates were lower in patients with chronic 

migraine (32.7% to 50.0%) for a full-time position than those 

with episodic migraine (46.0% to 71.8%).20,28

■ One study noted that comorbid mental health and/or 

psychiatric conditions were further detrimental to 

employment outcomes in people with migraine.10

■ Migraine was associated with increased HCRU, including a greater 

number of physician visits, compared to those without 

headache.4,14,29

■ Chronic migraine tended to be associated with increased HCRU with 

rates of health system use in the prior 3 months ranging from 22% -

52% (vs. 16.0% to 35.0% among those with episodic migraine).19,20
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